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WHAT IS AUTISM? 

An excerpt from Autism Decoded: The Cracks in the Code by 

Stella Waterhouse 

 

CHAPTER ONE 

MIRRORS OF REALITY 

 

Autism is a journey and not a destination . . . 

Gillian Naysmith 

 

 

Once thought to be a term misappropriated by middle-class parents who didn’t want to believe that 

their child was “mentally handicapped,” people on this spectrum 

come from all social strata, races, creeds and abilities. Even so, 

regardless of  ability, age or place on the spectrum, all have a few 

things in common and, to borrow a phrase from the Horse 

Whisperer Monty Roberts, are both as different and alike as 

snowflakes. 

If your information comes solely from early popular films, 

you could be excused for thinking that everyone with autism is 

a savant. 

That rare but extraordinary condition is found in some 

people with serious mental disabilities, including autism, who 

have exceptional skills or extraordinary abilities.  Islands of 

genius that contrast sharply with their ability to cope with daily 

life.  

That was certainly the view of many people who watched 

Rain Man, the highly acclaimed film which won Dustin Hoffman 

an Oscar in 1989 for his sensitive portrayal of Raymond. Ray is 

a “high-functioning” savant who, being unable to fend for 

himself, lives in an institution.  

Raymond’s brother Charlie Babbitt (Tom Cruise) is a selfish, 

arrogant wheeler-dealer. When his father dies all Charlie inherits 

is an old Buick, while the large family fortune is left in trust for 

a brother Charlie didn’t even know existed.  

In great financial difficulties Charlie attempts to gain a share 

of  the inheritance by kidnapping Ray from the institution and 

then takes him on a cross-country trip back to Los Angeles to 

meet with Charlie’s attorneys.  

Savant skills fall broadly into 

five groups: the arts, music, 

calendar calculating, lightning 

arithmetic and mechanical spatial 

skills. 

   Some “savant” musicians        

combine great skill at 

improvisation with a fantastic 

memory and can play complex 

pieces of music by ear after 

hearing them only once. 

   Others focus on practical      

matters; some being gifted 

sculptors or artists, others 

extremely good with mechanical 

things. 
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It proves to be a life-changing journey for both 

brothers as Raymond’s odd mannerisms and behaviors 

constantly thwart or curtail Charlie’s plans.   

Ray refuses to fly (except on Qantas), insists on 

breaking the trip to watch his favorite program every day 

at a certain time, and at one point gets out of  the car and 

starts walking. He has other obsessions which hinder their 

trip so that he insists on eating the same food on the same 

day every week, won’t go out in the rain and will only wear 

clothes from Walmart, to name but a few.  

Dr Bruner (Jerry Molen), head of  the institution in 

which Raymond lives, attempts to get Charlie to return Ray.  

And yet as the plot unfolds Charlie gradually realizes that 

there is far more to Ray than he thought; and at one point 

he even contradicts Dr Bruner’s idea that “Raymond’s 

unable to make decisions,” saying “He’s capable of  a lot 

more than you know!” 

While much of  the plot is ostensibly concerned with 

how Charlie intends to use Ray, the brothers gradually 

become friends; as is clearly shown towards the end of  the 

film when Ray nuzzles his head against Charlie’s and at the 

end, when with Charlie reluctant to return Ray to the 

institution, Raymond looks directly at him for the very first 

time.  

Less well known in the northern hemisphere is the 

quirky and award-winning Australian comedy Malcolm by 

Nadia Tass and David Parker. Gentle, funny and warm, the 

movie is dedicated to Tass’s late brother Malcolm who inspired it.  A film in which Colin Friels gave 

an award-winning performance as the shy and innocent Malcolm: a savant who, in sharp contrast to 

Raymond, lives independently, albeit under the watchful eye of  the local shopkeeper. 

Thus, Malcolm generally enjoys life, spending his spare time inventing gadgets to help him to do 

his daily chores; from buying milk to feeding his pet bird by remote control.  After he is sacked from 

his job as a maintenance man for a streetcar company –  for joy-riding through Melbourne –  the 

shopkeeper persuades him that taking in lodgers would help him pay the rent and other expenses. 

Along the way this movie offers several brief  vignettes of  Malcolm’s social ineptitude. Thus, when 

the potential lodgers knock on his door, he shuts the door on them, while he fetches the list of  

questions he has been told to ask. On another occasion he is set up with a date, only to “entertain” 

the young woman with an exposition on trolley-cars throughout the years.  Unsurprisingly his naivety 

leaves him vulnerable to manipulation by his lodgers who are really criminals who need Malcolm’s 

talents to help them pull off  the ultimate heist… although I won’t spoil the ending. 

The late Kim Peek lent inspiration 

to the character of Raymond Babbitt 

in Rain Man.  Although he was not 

autistic Kim was a prodigious savant, 

many of his abilities and disabilities 

being attributed to a “split-brain.”   

   Kim read voraciously (the left page 

with his left eye and the right page 

with his right eye) and could 

remember almost everything he read. 

~ 

Dr Bruner tells the skeptical Charlie 

about Ray’s problems: 

Dr Bruner – “He’s an autistic savant. 

People like him used to be called idiot      

savants. There’s certain deficiencies, certain 

abilities that impair him.”  

Charlie – “So he’s retarded.”  

Dr Bruner – “Autistic. There are      

certain routines, rituals that he follows.”  

Charlie – “Rituals, I like that.”  

Dr Bruner – “The way he eats, sleeps, 

walks, talks, uses the bathroom. It’s all he 

has to protect himself. Any break from 

this routine leaves him terrified.” 
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Another award-winning and quirky comedy-drama is Adam, in which the main character of  Adam 

Raki is played by Hugh Dancy. First shown at the Sundance Festival in 2009, this film, intriguingly, 

focuses on romance.  In an interview with Rebecca Murray, the writer and director Max Mayer says 

he came up with the idea for Adam after listening to a radio program in which a young Aspie talked 

about his life and the challenges he faced. As Mr. Mayer said: 

 

He was talking about how life felt to him and the challenges in his life and how he looked at peoples’ behavior 

and couldn’t figure out how they knew when to talk and when not to talk and when to smile and how close 

to stand to one another and how to gesture, and all kinds of  things. 

   And it was like life was a joke that he wasn’t in on. It moved me a lot so I thought I should research this 

a little bit and figure out (a) why it moved me and (b) what it was. 

   So I did, and the more I researched it, the better metaphor it felt like to me for human relationships in 

general… 

 

Brilliant at astronomy, Adam’s behavior is both quirky and obsessive. A likeable innocent, who tries 

hard to be accepted, his limited social skills and inability to understand other people make life difficult; 

as does the fact that he takes every statement literally and has no understanding of jokes or metaphors. 

Adam desires a relationship but can’t imagine how to go about it until Beth (played by Rose 

Byrne) moves into the New York condo where he lives. After a relationship turned sour, Beth is 

intrigued by the handsome but odd fellow in the downstairs apartment who avoids eye contact and 

stands by while she drags a heavy load up the steep stairs.  

Gradually though, despite his obliviousness to social convention, she is drawn to him. As the 

movie unfolds, we begin to see Adam through Beth’s eyes; watching entranced as he regales her with 

an elaborate outer-space light show, that provides a magical moment as their connection becomes 

palpable. A feel-good film which offers a happy ending; although not necessarily the one you might 

expect. 

Bollywood too took up the “A” theme with the award-winning and contemporary story My Name 

Is Khan in 2010 in which well-known Bollywood actor Shah Rukh Khan portrays the simplicity and 

innocence of  Muslim Aspie, Rizwan Khan. 

In part a love story, much of  it focuses on prejudice towards those who are in some way different.  

Made just a few years after the four terrorist attacks that devastated the US on 9.11.2001, it is set in a 

time when the western world seemed to view all Muslims, and, with the blindness of  prejudice, Hindus, 

Sikhs and others, as suspect.  

An unlikely hero, this film begins with Khan’s childhood in India, giving us an insight into the 

complexities of family life, as his younger brother Zakir becomes jealous and resentful of the extra 

attention Rizwan receives from his mother.  

And once again we see the sharp contrast between his talents –  which enable his mother to 

persuade a reclusive scholar to tutor him –  and his difficulties.  Thus, a peek into his daily life 

highlights how distressed he gets by noise and how even his talent with mechanical things does not 

stop other people making fun of him.  
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Such incidents lead Khan’s mother to teach him the lesson that is one of the keystones of the 

film: that the difference between people is not social ability, intelligence, race, color or creed but rather 

the simple fact that good men do good, bad men do bad. 

After their mother dies Zakir puts their troubled past aside and sponsors Rizwan to emigrate to 

live with him in San Francisco. And it is there, after various trials and tribulations, that he woos and 

finally weds Mandira (played by the actress Kajol), a Hindu single mother; taking Dr Ruth’s Sex for 

Dummies to bed with him on his wedding night. 

The tragedy of 9.11 changes everything. As its aftershock disrupts his life and his marriage, he 

travels across America to meet the President so that he can “clear his name” and, more importantly, 

win back the love of his life. Without giving too much away, this incredible and, at times, extremely 

fraught journey sees him incarcerated and tortured as a terrorist, while also touching many other 

people’s lives. 

There are several other films that feature or have been inspired by that dichotomy between the 

savant skills and social difficulties, with characters like Donald in the comedy Mozart and the Whale and 

Simon in the thriller Mercury Rising.  However, the one that received most plaudits from people with 

ASD themselves was If You Could Say it in Words.  This too is a story of the love that gradually develops 

between two disparate individuals:  Nelson, a poor African-American artist, played by an extremely 

convincing Alvin Keith, and Sadie, (Marin Ireland) whose big-city dreams have come to naught. 

Stuck in a job she dislikes and sleeping with her married boss, Sadie takes a liking to one of 

Nelson’s paintings. That eventually leads to a one-night stand and the gradual blooming of an unlikely 

romance. But of course, as in all good stories, that romance is fraught with problems, jeopardized not 

only by Nelson’s difficulties and Sadie’s expectations but also by interference; especially from her boss.    

This film cleverly uses both sound and vision to create an unsettling and disorientating 

atmosphere; a good insight into how most Auties and Aspies experience the world. It also highlights 

some of Nelson’s other differences, like his hatred of being called a “guy”; because he associates it 

with times past when it meant “grotesque” or “weird-looking.”  It also aptly demonstrates how even 

some independent Aspies can have difficulties dealing with their emotions or act in ways that seem 

extremely strange to other people. 

Of course, some movies veer away from special talents.  One such is Snowcake, which stars 

Sigourney Weaver as Linda, a feisty, independent mother, who just happens to be autistic and likes to 

eat snow and play with sparkly toys and trampolines. 

After her daughter Vivienne is killed in a car accident, Alex, the driver of the car (Alan Rickman), 

goes to meet Linda intending to explain what happened.  He is flummoxed by her strange reaction, 

for she shows no grief and initially shuts the door in his face.  She then changes her mind and invites 

him to stay because she needs someone to carry out the tasks that she can’t deal with –  like feeding 

Vivienne’s dog and taking out the garbage –  as well as helping to plan the funeral. 

Fortunately, this potentially gloomy subject is leavened by humor, such as when he believes –  

and even acts on –  some of her more extreme statements: one being that her neighbor is a whore. 

Finally, in stark contrast to many films about ASD, I’ll mention just two that stand out because 

they explored what was then new territory, depicting life at the extreme end of the spectrum; those 

children and adults who need constant care. 
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First, a bitter-sweet comedy-drama made in 1993 called What’s Eating Gilbert Grape? In this 

poignant story we meet Gilbert (Johnny Depp) who has to care for both his “mentally challenged 

brother” Arnie (Leonardo DiCaprio) and his grossly obese mother; while also falling in love.  

Although the theme of the film is broad it is stuffed full of little vignettes about the difficulties 

that Arnie has –  or causes –  especially if left unsupervised. 

Played with great glee, and accuracy, by Leo DiCaprio, Arnie, whose speech is severely limited, 

loves to climb the town’s water tower; watching delightedly as the police and fire service are repeatedly 

called out to rescue him.   

It also highlights some of the more intriguing challenges that families face, as when Gilbert leaves 

Arnie –  who is about to turn eighteen –  in the bathtub by himself, believing he is old enough to get 

out on his own. And yet after spending the night out with his girlfriend Gilbert returns the following 

morning to find Arnie shivering –  and still seated in the tub.   

Film Review rightly praised DiCaprio’s Oscar nominated performance as “of astonishing 

innocence and spontaneity,” which brought “a touching credibility to a very difficult part”: a difficult 

feat to carry off so well.  DiCaprio offers an insight into his performance when he says: 

 

I had to really research and get into the mind of  somebody with a disability like that. So I spent a few days 

at a home for mentally retarded teens. We just talked and I watched their mannerisms. People have these 

expectations that mentally retarded children are really crazy, but it’s not so. It’s refreshing to see them because 

everything’s so new to them. 

 

Then there is the multiple award-winning Australian film The Black Balloon, which came out in 2008. 

This features a non-verbal and extremely challenging Autie named Charlie, convincingly played by 

Luke Ford; whose unusual and unpredictable behavior leads to some embarrassing predicaments. 

Having just moved into a new home, younger brother Thomas (Rhys Wakefield) is about to start a 

new school and, like all teenagers, wants to fit in, but with his pregnant mother confined to bed, he 

has to help look after Charlie.  

        Meanwhile Charlie is making his presence felt: announcing his arrival by banging a wooden spoon 

and wailing on the front lawn; running away from home semi-naked; having tantrums in the shopping 

center; and indulging in some more disgusting antics which evoke ambivalent feelings in his brother: 

and possibly some viewers too. 

While this film certainly gives an accurate portrayal of some of the challenges that families can 

face when living with a child with more severe problems, it may make uncomfortable viewing for 

some. 

 Unsurprisingly most actors and actresses find such roles intriguing but their attitudes  

vary greatly, perhaps depending on the characters they portray. Thus, after playing Ray, Dustin 

Hoffman took a somber view, saying that “These children are denied the greatest gift of life – the joy 

of a relationship with another person.” 

In contrast, Sigourney Weaver, who spent a short time living with an autistic woman and 

absorbing some of  her behaviors as she prepared for her role in Snowcake, was far more upbeat, saying: 
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I think we have to begin to see it [autism] as a gift. We may not understand what it’s there for, but if  you’re 

in the presence of  someone with autism you learn so much. You learn how to play, you learn how to see things, 

you learn how to experience things and how jarring the world is. 

 

Interestingly, Hugh Dancy’s research for the character of  Adam led him to challenge some of  the 

common preconceptions about ASD, as he told interviewer Rebecca Murray: 

 

I think that in fact in meeting all the people, all the various Aspies that I did, the main realization and the 

most important revelation was the differences between all of them and the range of personalities, the variety in 

expression and humor and different symptoms and so on. 

   There’s a humorous appreciation of many things, including themselves. In fact, watching the film with people 

with Asperger’s, there’s a lot of laughter and recognition of some of it. That doesn’t mean to say that they’re 

going to tell a joke brilliantly. There’s not necessarily the perfect timing or anything, but that’s far from being 

humorless. 

                                                                                                                                                        

Today there is a new genre as an increasing number of  films are based on real-life characters, one of  

the best known being Temple Grandin who, in the biopic of  the same name, is played by Clare Danes.  

Originally diagnosed as autistic, Temple is now said to have AS: an interesting concept in itself.  

Hers is a story to which we’ll return later but I’ll give you a taste of the film now for, despite her 

many earlier difficulties, she has succeeded in single-handedly revolutionizing the USA’s cattle-

handling industry.  

Today she is probably the most well-known and successful designer of cattle handling equipment 

as well a consultant to Burger King and McDonald’s and others while also lecturing and writing on 

animal welfare and autism. 

Each of the biographical films offers an insight into some of the difficulties that families, parents, 

Auties and Aspies face. In Miracle Run we follow Corrine Morgan-Thomas’s (Mary-Louise Parker) 

journey, from her initial concerns to eventual diagnosis and her shock and anger at discovering that 

her twins Steven and Phillip are autistic. 

She has to deal with not only the boys’ oft-times odd and sometimes embarrassing behaviors but 

also the stresses that their diagnosis has on her partner, who ups and goes, leaving her to support the 

boys on her own. 

Determined the twins should be treated like their peers, she initially refrains from telling their 

new school about their diagnosis. In doing so she inadvertently enters every parent’s nightmare, for 

the staff mistake some of the boys’ behaviors as indications of abuse. Left with no option but to tell 

the school about their autism, she is then promptly asked to move them elsewhere. 

Eventually though her struggle to get appropriate help pays dividends and we see the boys 

beginning to make progress, although adolescence brings further complications to their lives.  And 

yet, despite all the trials and turmoil, Miracle Run is an uplifting and positive film as, against all the 

odds, the boys determine to succeed.  And do. 

Then there is the Korean film Marathon, a touching biopic, which is based on the true story of 

Autie, Bae Hyong-Jin, a skilled marathon runner. Interestingly it tackles the subject from an unusual 
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viewpoint, looking at his relationship with his mother and her feelings of insecurity; something that is 

resolved when his running coach inadvertently helps bring them together. 

This film became a smash hit in 2005 and has had a far-

reaching effect, greatly increasing autism awareness in some 

areas of Korea, where such people had long been highly 

stigmatized. It has even led to a popular soap opera, Letters for 

my Parents, about a family raising a boy with autism.   

While no doubt other movies will have joined the list by 

the time this book is published, the mixture already mentioned 

features a diverse group of people bound by one commonality, 

for they all fit somewhere on the autism spectrum. 

Finally, to autumn 2011 which saw the debut of a crime 

drama, created and written by Hans Rosenfeldt which turned 

out to be one of the most memorable of that era. The Bridge, a 

Scandinavian crime series filmed in Malmo, on Sweden’s 

south-western tip and the nearby Danish capital Copenhagen, 

and the bridge between the two.  It featured a pair of detectives, Saga Norén (Sofia Helin) from the 

Swedish side along with her Danish counterpart Rohde (Kim Bodnia). 

As the series unfolded we found that Saga was an emotionally detached, socially awkward 

character who was forthright in the extreme, while her sensitive counterpart Martin provided the 

perfect foil.  Many viewers thought Saga was on the autistic spectrum –  as was the writer’s intention 

–  although Saga herself was supposed to be unaware of it. 

So, how did Sofia set about playing such a part?  Initially, as she told Rebecca Nicholson in an 

interview for the Guardian newspaper, Saga’s strange character and lack of  social ability was so 

confusing that she did not know how to play her (or even whether she wanted to).  As she said: “My 

brain moves in circles, but Saga thinks squarely –  I could almost feel my brain changing as I played 

her.” 

 While Saga learnt how to behave in different situations she lacked emotional intelligence; making 

Martin’s friendship very special because, unlike other people who avoided her, he remained friends in 

spite of her “difference.”  That friendship led viewers to see Saga in a different light and to admire her 

honesty and lack of pretension; something that made both the characters and the series extremely 

popular. 

 Time now to move on to literature, excluding autobiographies which will be explored in more 

detail later. As ever art parallels real life, so early literature has several characters who appear to be 

fools or simpletons. 

 In Twelfth Night Shakespeare uses the slow-witted but excessively wealthy Sir Andrew Aguecheek 

to provide the comedy with his slow speech, strange mannerisms, garish dress sense and his lack of 

awareness.  It also highlights how vulnerable some people are.  Thus, to the amusement of his 

companions, Sir Andrew wrongly believes he is a great dancer and swordsman; while his gullibility 

enables Sir Toby Belch, a right rogue, to gradually pilfer much of his money. 

Other television programs also 

feature autism. One is The A 

Word featured on UK television 

in 2016 with a sequel in 2017.   

   Billed as a “family drama with a 

boy with autism at its heart” we 

initially saw it gradually dawn on 

parents Alison and Paul Hughes 

that their 5-year-old son, Joe 

(played by Max Vento), has 

difficulty with communication 

and in responding emotionally. 
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 The author Charles Dickens was also greatly interested in the vagaries of life, and cast a rich 

pantheon of characters in his stories; some of whom might be considered simpletons. In Dombey and 

Son, we find two characters that fit the bill.  

One is “Mr. P. Toots, a wealthy young gentleman, of good heart but inferior abilities.”  Mr. Toots 

provides much of the comedy, for he is incredibly “scatterbrained” and naïve; constantly confusing 

people’s names.  Despite everything, he is so good-hearted that, in stark contrast to Sir Andrew’s 

companions, other people generally like and respect Mr. Toots and treat him kindly.   

As the author G. K. Chesterton wrote: 

 

Nowhere else did Dickens express with such astonishing insight and truth his main contention, which is that 

to be good and idiotic is not a poor fate, but, on the contrary, an experience of  primeval innocence, which 

wonders at all things. 

 

Next, Mr. Dombey’s son Paul, who makes the briefest of  

appearances before succumbing to illness. Despite this, we 

learn a great deal about him from Dickens’ eloquent 

description: 

 

Yet, in spite of his early promise, all this vigilance and care could 

not make little Paul a thriving boy. Naturally delicate, perhaps, 

… Every tooth was a break-neck fence, and every pimple in the 

measles a stone wall to him. He was down in every fit of the 

[w]hooping-cough, and rolled upon and crushed by a whole field of 

small diseases, that came trooping on each other’s heels to prevent 

his getting up again. Some bird of prey got into his throat instead 

of the thrush; and the very chickens turning ferocious –  if they have 

anything to do with that infant malady to which they lend their 

name  –  worried him like tiger-cats. 

   Thus, Paul grew to be nearly five years old... His temper gave 

abundant promise of being imperious in after-life; and he had as hopeful an apprehension of his own 

importance, and the rightful subservience of all other things and persons to it, as heart could desire. He was 

childish and sportive enough at times, and not of a sullen disposition; but he had a strange, old-fashioned, 

thoughtful way, at other times, of sitting brooding in his miniature arm-chair, when he looked (and talked) 

like one of those terrible little Beings in the Fairy tales, who, at a hundred and fifty or two hundred years of 

age, fantastically represent the children for whom they have been substituted. 

 

Interesting to note that Paul’s “old-fashioned” manner seems linked to something that happened 

in his early life: an idea we’ll return to later in the series.  

       Another book. 

       Another character.    

Charles Dickens had a particular 

interest in the treatment of idiots 

and imbeciles, publicly 

commending the humanitarian 

efforts of English prisons that 

improved the self-reliance of 

inmates with “rickety intellects.” 

   In 1853, he visited the Essex 

Hall Asylum for Idiots near       

Colchester UK, where he saw     

several children who, having first 

been trained in proper hygiene, 

had learned to write a little,  or 

even complete simple 

mathematical problems. 
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In Little Dorrit we find Maggy who “acquired her differences” when she fell gravely ill with a fever 

at the age of ten; which led to brain damage. Thus, it seems that time effectively stopped for her at 

that point, so that, when we meet her at the age of twenty-eight, she still retains the mental age of a 

ten-year-old. 

Dickens describes her in great detail telling us that she had a curiously fixed smile, poor vision, an 

unseeing expression, physical weakness and a predisposition towards spontaneous laughter.  She wore 

tattered clothes and an enormous “great white cap, with a quantity of opaque frilling” and eked out a 

living by selling potatoes and running errands. Happily though, she gradually progresses until, by the 

end of the tale, she has learnt to read, and is even allowed out without an escort. 

 More recent times have seen an influx of fictional characters whose differences more overtly fit 

ASD; whether it be in savant skills, obsessions or compulsions or sensory differences.  

 The Curious Incident of the Dog that Barked in the Night by Mark Haddon, introduces fifteen-year-old 

Christopher who is skilled in mathematics and science but finds it hard to communicate with, or 

understand, other people.  A child whose literalness, unsurprisingly, lands him in difficulties time and 

again.   

  Christopher also has many other familiar traits so he dislikes being touched; is unable to 

understand jokes; can hardly distinguish between a smiling face and a crying one; and, when 

overloaded by information, crouches on the floor and groans. 

 Then there is the award-winning comic novel The Rosie Project by Graeme Simsion which also offers 

a moving and original take on love and attraction. It is narrated by Associate Professor of Genetics 

Don Tillman, a single socially awkward genius who is thirty-nine years old; “in excellent health” and 

of “relatively high status and above-average income.”   

 Although he thinks that he should, logically, be attractive to a wide range of women he notes that 

women find him unappealing and that never having found it easy to make friends, his “deficiencies” 

in that area have “also affected [his] attempts at romantic relationships.” 

 Don leads a highly regimented life, with a regular seven-day menu and a very clean flat, but, nearing 

the age of forty, feels a need to solve “the wife problem,” so he creates a questionnaire to ascertain 

the perfect candidate, who cannot be a smoker, a drinker, perpetually late or work in a bar.  Then in 

walks Rosie, a graduate student (who is all of the latter) and is looking for her biological father.  Don 

agrees to help and gradually falls in love. And that leaves him with several dilemmas, such as whether 

he should change his daily food plan or make his shower two minutes shorter.  

 Do the outcome and ending fit?  You decide. 

 The sensory differences are extremely fertile ground for they are easily woven into fantasy and 

science fiction. Thus, in Young Wizards (a series by Diane Duane) Darryl’s unusual perspective gives 

him unique abilities as a wizard, while Manfred, who is apparently severely autistic, operates on a 

different time-scale to the rest of us.  In fact, one well-known and best-selling fantasy fiction author, 

Caiseal Mor, is an Autie who clearly uses some of his own experiences in his books. 

 The engrossing science-fiction tale The Speed of Dark by Elizabeth Moon poses an interesting 

dilemma that echoes much current debate as Lou Arrendale, a bioinformatics specialist, is pressured 

to undergo an experimental “treatment” that “might cure” his autism, even though he’s happy with 

his life. Lou doesn’t think he needs “curing” but risks losing his job unless he agrees to treatment.  
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 What does he decide?  I’ll leave you to find that out for yourself. 

 Next the intriguing series by bestselling author Estelle Ryan, whose heroine is the insurance 

investigator and world-renowned expert in nonverbal communication, Dr Genevieve Lenard.  A 

codebreaker whose astounding analytical skills help solve numerous art frauds she also has to cope 

with the daily challenges of living with autism and the social challenges that arise when working as 

part of a team.  A fascinating mix for those who enjoy crime fiction. 

 Meanwhile The Autism War: A Novel approaches the subject in a really unusual way:         alluding 

to many real life “autism related” news events on the darker side of life. Written by Louis Conte, a 

New York law enforcement officer and leading advocate for people with autism, it features Tony 

Colletti, a suburban cop whose son has autism, who finds himself drawn into the vaccine controversy.  

And that latter point has led some families to see it as “their story” and others to find it extremely 

controversial.     

      Sadly, nowadays ASD has begun to appear as some crime novels incorporate characters who are 

supposedly Aspies, portraying them either as victims – of their families, other people or their own 

limitations –  or as sociopaths. 

      This article has given you a very mixed picture of ASD, offering many and various permutations. 

A picture so diverse that if you saw Rain Man, Malcolm or the like and then chanced upon The Black 

Balloon you could easily miss the connection between the characters. So where does the truth really 

lie?   In order to answer that we’ll need to visit some families whose experiences of ASD are rooted 

in reality. 


